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Palaeodietary reconstruction using the carbon and nitrogen isotope values of bone and dentine collagen
is a well-established method and the biochemical processes involved are well known. Researchers have
recently explored using bulk samples of dental calculus as a substitute for bone and dentine collagen in
dietary analyses, because calculus can be sampled without causing damage to the teeth, and may be
useful in situations where more destructive analyses are not possible, or where collagen is poorly preserved. Several questions remain about the use of bulk calculus as a source of carbon and nitrogen
isotope data, however. It is not yet clear how much of an individual’s life span dental calculus represents,
what portions of the diet it records, and how diagenesis effects the carbon and nitrogen isotope values of
this material. Most importantly, there have been no comparative studies of collagen and calculus isotope
values, which are necessary to establish the value of bulk calculus as a source of accurate isotope values.
Here we report the comparison of carbon and nitrogen stable isotope analyses of bulk calculus to those
from bone and dentine collagen. These analyses have been performed on individuals from the El Raval
Mudéjar Medieval Cemetery (Eastern Iberia, 15th century A.D.). Although calculus isotope values may be
broadly similar to expected values at the population level, we report here no correlation between
collagen and bulk dental calculus values at the individual level. As a result, we recommend that carbon
and nitrogen analysis on bulk dental calculus should only be used as a last resource archaeological dietary marker, if at all.
Ó 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Over the last several decades, carbon (d13C) and nitrogen (d15N)
isotope analysis of dentine and bone collagen has been established
as a reliable tool to recover information on past human diets (e.g.
Katzenberg, 2000; Lee-Thorp, 2008; Sealy, 2001). There are a few
known limitations to using these sources for isotopic analysis. The
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collagen must be well preserved, and it represents only a broadly
averaged, long-term, multi-year dietary protein intake (e.g. SalazarGarcía et al., 2014). Therefore, recent research has investigated
whether there are other biological materials that can be used for
isotope analysis, such as coprolites (Ghosh et al., 2003), carbonized
sherd residues (Hart et al., 2009) and animals with human-like
diets (Guiry and Grimes, 2013).
Dental calculus (mineralized plaque) has recently been identiﬁed as a substrate for multiple kinds of dietary analysis. Plant
microremains (e.g. starch grains and phytoliths) recovered from
calculus have provided information about plant consumption (e.g.
Henry et al., 2011, 2012; Lalueza-Fox et al., 1996; Power et al., 2014;
Salazar-García et al., 2013; Scott Cummings and Magennis, 1997).
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Fig. 1. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) spectrum of (A) enamel and (B) dental calculus from a single tooth. The peaks in the spectra indicate the abundance of speciﬁc
elements in the sample. Elements with greater mass are often indicated by several peaks (e.g. iron). In (B), the largest peak represents oxygen, and the two very small peaks just to
the right of the oxygen peak are iron and sodium respectively.

Food and bacteria proteins and DNA are also preserved in calculus,
which can give information about diet and health (Adler et al.,
2013; Warinner et al., 2014). Some researchers have attempted to
use dental calculus as a source for carbon and nitrogen isotopes
(Poulson et al., 2013; Scott and Poulson, 2012). These studies assume that carbon and nitrogen isotope values from bulk dental
calculus can be interpreted in the same way as those from bone or
dentine collagen. Here we report on the results of tests that explore
the relationship between collagen and bulk calculus carbon and
nitrogen isotope values.
1.1. C and N isotope analysis and dietary reconstruction
Carbon and nitrogen stable isotope analysis relies on the principle that the isotopic composition of food eaten by both animals
and humans is recorded in their body tissues after a predictable
isotope fractionation (Schoeller, 1999). Collagen is usually the
preferred substrate for these analyses, because it is the only
considerable nitrogen source from skeletal remains, its biochemistry is well known, and it has accepted quality indicators (De Niro,
1985; Van Klinken, 1999). Stable isotope ratios of collagen reﬂect
the isotopic signals of the main dietary protein sources, rather than
that of a diet as a whole (Ambrose and Norr, 1993). Results obtained
on bone collagen average the dietary protein consumed during
several years prior to death, depending on the collagen turnover
rate of the bone sampled (Hedges et al., 2007). In contrast, dentine
collagen has almost no turnover, so the isotope values reﬂect protein diet consumed during the short interval in which the dentine
of each tooth was formed (Beaumont et al., 2012).
The stable carbon isotope values can either distinguish between
the consumption of C4 (13C enriched) and C3 (13C depleted)
terrestrial resources (Van der Merwe and Vogel, 1978), or it can
deﬁne the input of marine (13C enriched) or terrestrial (13C
depleted) foods in the diet (Chisholm et al., 1982). The nitrogen
stable isotope ratio is usually an indication of trophic level, since it
increases by 3e5& each step up the food-chain (De Niro and
Epstein, 1981; Schoeninger and De Niro, 1984). This allows us to
generally distinguish diets rich in plant proteins from those rich in
animal proteins (Minagawa and Wada, 1984), with some
acknowledgement of inherent variation among these values

(Hedges and Reynard, 2007). Nitrogen stable isotope ratios may
also be useful to detect the consumption of 15N enriched aquatic
foods versus relatively 15N depleted terrestrial food sources such as
domestic animals (Schoeninger et al., 1983). When combined, nitrogen and carbon values can discriminate between the consumption of aquatic foods and C4 terrestrial foods.
1.2. Composition and formation of dental calculus
Dental calculus is the mineralized plaque that forms on the
surface of teeth (Jin and Yip, 2002; Lieverse, 1999). Saliva is saturated in calcium phosphate in order to prevent the dissolution of
the teeth during consumption of acidic foods. Oral bacteria form a
pellicle on the surface of the teeth and this roughened surface is a
site for precipitation of calcium phosphate. Bacteria then grow
through and on top of the calcium phosphate, causing the calculus
to accumulate. During this process, food particles, bacteria, human
proteins and enzymes, and other constituents become trapped in
the mineral context. Environmental scanning electron microscopy
analysis coupled with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(ESEM-EDX) of calculus indicates that its elemental constituents
are very similar to enamel, containing a high percentage of calcium
and phosphate, but also several other elements including carbon
(Fig. 1). The enamel is almost exclusively calcium, phosphate and
oxygen, indicating hydroxyapatite. The major components of the
calculus are calcium, phosphate and oxygen, consistent with hydroxyapatite. Minor components include carbon, sulphur, iron,
silicon, sodium, aluminium, magnesium and chlorine indicating the
presence of organics, salts and other minerals. The strongly
mineralized nature of calculus may provide a protected context for
archaeologically relevant residues.
Research on modern calculi has demonstrated that traces of
food and other remains can be found within the mineral phase.
Therefore, dental calculus might be a useful source of information
for dietary reconstruction. However, the nature of the formation of
dental calculus seems to be highly individualistic and uncertain.
The rate and amount of calculus formation depends on the speciﬁc
diet, particularly on the relative proportion of meat and other ureainducing and high-pH foods (Jin and Yip, 2002; Lieverse, 1999) as
well as sugars (Scheie, 1994), on genetic variations in salivary
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content (Nancollas and Johnsson, 1994), and many other factors,
including age, race, sex, disease, and bacterial load (Nancollas and
Johnsson, 1994; White, 1997). Furthermore, relatively little is
known about the rate of calculus formation and possibly dissolution throughout an individual’s life, and how this might vary from
individual to individual. Finally, bulk calculus is a mix of particles
derived from the host, from the food the host has consumed, from
other items that were placed in the mouth or smoked, and from the
bacteria living in the oral cavity. Therefore it is unclear and highly
variable if and how the diet is recorded in the calculus.
Though calculus has been successfully used in dietary studies
using other methods, and though several studies have examined
the isotope values of bulk calculus, no work has been done to test
whether it is a reliable source for isotope values. Here we present
the ﬁrst comparison of the isotope values from bulk calculus, bone
collagen and dentine collagen, with the goal of testing whether
calculus isotope values can be used in place of the values from
collagen.
2. Material and methods
We have sampled and analysed bulk dental calculus, bone
collagen and dentine collagen of 35 adult individuals from a population of the medieval cemetery of El Raval (Alicante, Spain). Details for all of the individual samples are presented in Tables S1eS5
of the Supplementary information. There were no animal remains
at the site, so we were unable to compare the human and faunal
values.
2.1. The site of El Raval
El Raval is a medieval necropolis in the city of Crevillent (Alicante, Spain), from the Kingdom of València, Crown of Aragón
(Fig. 2). The cemetery was originally situated outside the city wall,
beside one of the main roads into the city. The whole necropolis has
been radiocarbon dated to between the end of the 14th century A.D.
and the beginning of the 16th century A.D. (Trelis Martí et al., 2009).
The study of the burial customs used in the cemetery revealed that
most of the interred individuals were Mudéjar, Muslims of AlAndalus that remained in Iberia after the Christian Conquest
(Trelis Marti et al., 2007, 2010). A minority were Islamic people who
had converted to Christianity (Trelis Marti et al., 2007, 2010). Most
of the individuals were buried in single graves, which were only
occasionally covered by rocks or wood. A total of 81 burials have
been recovered from both sectors of the necropolis. Individuals of
all ages, except for those >60 years, were buried in the cemetery.
Infants (0e4 years) and full adults were the most frequent burials.
Oral pathologies are frequent among the adults, with many individuals having dental calculus, caries, periodontal disease and
antemortem tooth loss (De Miguel Ibáñez, 2007).
We selected 35 individuals, including 16 males (3 young adults,
10 adults, 3 mature adults), 13 females (1 young adult, 7 adults, 5
mature adults), and 6 of indeterminate sex (5 young adults, 1
mature adult). We collected bone collagen samples from ribs. The
dentine collagen samples came mostly from molars, though we
chose other teeth when molars were unavailable. For each individual, we collected much of the visible calculus and combined the
calculi from all teeth to ensure an adequate sample size and to
average inter-tooth variation.
2.2. Collagen extraction
Prior to the extraction itself, visible contaminants were removed
with aluminium oxide powder abrasion from both the bone and
dentine samples. Collagen extraction then proceeded following

Fig. 2. Map with the location of the medieval site of El Raval (red star) in the Crown of
Aragón (shaded in blue). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.).

Richards and Hedges (1999), with the addition of an ultraﬁltration
step (Brown et al., 1988). In summary, whole bone pieces between
300 and 500 mg and whole dentine chunks between 100 and
200 mg from each individual were placed in 0.5 M HCl solution at
5  C over the course of 1e3 weeks until demineralized, and were
then rinsed three times with deionized water until reaching neutral
pH. This was followed by gelatinization over 48 h at 70  C, and then
by ﬁltering with a 5 mm EZEEÓ ﬁlter and ultraﬁltering with >30 kDa
AmiconÓ ultraﬁlters. The puriﬁed solution was ﬁnally frozen and
lyophilized before being weighed into tin capsules and loaded into
the mass spectrometers.
2.3. Dental calculus sampling and preparation
All of the individuals had ample dental calculus, distributed on
the surfaces of the enamel and enamel-dentine junction of most
teeth, with the greatest accumulations on the incisors and molars
(Fig. 3). The surfaces of the dental calculus were gently brushed
with a sterilized disposable toothbrush in order to remove any
surface contamination before sampling. The calculus was removed
by careful scraping with the edge of a dental scaler, so that the
calculus fell onto weighing paper, from which it was then
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Fig. 3. Photos of in situ dental calculus from some of the individuals studied at the medieval necropolis of El Raval (some dental calculus pointed by red arrows). (For interpretation
of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.).

transferred into a microcentrifuge tube. We sampled several teeth
from each individual, removing the entire calculus deposit from
each tooth, and combining the calculus samples into one tube.
However, we did not sample all teeth, in order to ensure that some
calculus remained in situ for potential future studies.
Samples were then transferred to the laboratory of the Plant
Foods in Hominin Dietary Ecology research group at the MaxPlanck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology (Leipzig, Germany), where they were further processed prior to analysis. All
calculi sampled from each individual were manually homogenized
with cleaned marble mortar and pestle, until the resulting sample
was a ﬁne powder. We then took multiple subsamples of the homogenized mass: 0.5 mg for each of the 35 individuals. Our previous work with faunal dental calculus indicated that samples as
small as 0.5 mg yielded measurable nitrogen peaks, and that the
results from this small quantity were consistent with those from
larger quantities of the same calculus sample, up to at least 10 mg
(Salazar-García et al., 2012).
2.4. Carbon and nitrogen isotope analysis
The carbon and nitrogen isotope ratios of collagen and homogenised bulk dental calculus were measured at the Department of
Human Evolution, Max-Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology (Leipzig, Germany) in duplicate. The samples were combusted in an elemental analyzer Flash EA 2112 coupled to a Delta XP
continuous-ﬂow isotope ratio mass spectrometer (Thermo-FinniganÓ, Bremen, Germany). Stable carbon isotope ratios were
measured relative to the VPDB scale (Vienna PeeDee Belemnite)
and stable nitrogen isotope ratios were analysed relative to the AIR
scale (atmospheric N2), the results being expressed with delta notation (d) in parts per mil (&). Repeated analysis of internal and
international standards determined an analytical error better than
0.2& (1s) for both d13C and d15N values.
3. Results
3.1. Carbon and nitrogen quality indicators on collagen and dental
calculus
Human bone and dentine collagen samples yielded enough
collagen in the >30 kDa fraction for analysis in duplicate, and met
published collagen quality criteria (Ambrose, 1993; Van Klinken,
1999).
However, analysis and interpretation of carbon and nitrogen
stable isotopes on bulk dental calculus is still in the exploratory
stage, and one of the main concerns of this technique is that bulk
calculus is not, and should not behave like, collagen. Therefore, we
expect that the values for %C, %N and C:N ratio that indicate well
preserved archaeological collagen (%C [>35%], %N [>10%], C:N ratio

[2.9e3.6]) (De Niro, 1985) are not relevant to understanding the
preservation quality of calculus. We therefore provide these parameters only for comparison (Table 1a), since there are no quality
markers for dental calculus yet published. The %C, %N and C:N ratios
of the dental calculus are quite different to what is expected for
bone/dentine collagen, and highly variable (Table 1a). In particular,
the C:N ratio value is extremely variable between samples (ranging
from 3.2 to 44.5). However, there is no correlation between the d13C
and d15N values with the amount of carbon and nitrogen. When
such a correlation is present, it indicates a chemical intrusion of
environmental contaminants into the analysed material and most
likely a change of the isotopic value towards the environmental
composition. We ﬁnd no evidence for this environmental
contamination in our data.
3.2. Carbon and nitrogen isotope results on bone and dentine
collagen
The mean bone collagen d13C value is 16.4  0.6 (1s) &
(min: 17.5&, max: 15.0&) (Table 1b), which is consistent with a
diet based on a mix of C3 and C4 resources, or on marine and
terrestrial protein. Their mean d15N value is 12.1  0.3 (1s) & (min:
11.4&, max: 13.0&). While we are unable to assess the amount of
animal and plant protein in their diet because we lack a comparative faunal data set, the narrow range of nitrogen values suggest
that all the individuals shared a similar diet at the same trophic
level. The combination of relatively low d15N values with enriched
d13C values suggest that the dominant diet most likely included
terrestrial rather than marine foods (De Niro and Epstein, 1978;
Schwarcz and Schoeninger, 1991). In summary, the diet of this
population was quite homogeneous, and consisted of both C4 and
C3 terrestrial resources.
A similar pattern appears in the carbon and nitrogen stable
isotope ratios from dentine collagen (Table 1b). Their mean d13C
value is 16.2  0.8 (1s) & (min: 17.5&, max: 14.0&), and the
mean d15N value is 12.3  0.7 (1s) & (min: 10.9&, max: 14.0&).
Since dentine collagen reﬂects a shorter time period than bone
collagen, and from childhood instead of a few years prior to death,
the similarity in values between bone and dentine collagen suggests that the diet of this population was not only homogeneous
but also quite stable during the lifetime of the individuals studied.
The slightly higher variation in nitrogen values in the dentine may
be a reﬂection of breastfeeding and subsequent weaning captured
in the nitrogen isotopes values of the teeth of some individuals and
not others (Eerkens et al., 2011).
3.3. Carbon and nitrogen isotope values on dental calculus
The d13C mean value on human bulk dental calculus
is 15.5  2.8 (1s) & (min: 19.7&, max: 5.8&), and their d15N
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Table 1
El Raval summarizing table with descriptive statistics (minimum value, maximum value, mean  1s, median) of (a) %C, %N, C:N ratio, (b) d13C and d15N human values from all
three substrates (bone collagen, dentine collagen, bulk calculus).
(a)

%C Bone coll.

%C Dent. coll.

%C Bulk calc.

%N Bone coll.

%N Dent. coll.

%N Bulk calc.

C:N Bone coll.

C:N Dent. coll.

C:N Bulk calc.

Mean  1s
Median
Minimum value
Maximum value

40.8  3.5
41.7
33.0
45.5

43.4  1.4
42.7
40.9
45.8

4.7  1.9
4.2
2.3
12.4

14.9  1.1
15.3
12.2
16.5

15.8  0.6
15.6
14.6
17.3

0.6  0.3
0.5
0.3
2.2

3.2  0.1
3.2
3.1
3.3

3.2  0.1
3.2
3.0
3.3

11.2  8.7
8.0
4.2
44.5

(b)

d13C Bone coll.

d13C Dent. coll.

d13C Bulk calc.

d15N Bone coll.

d15N Dent. coll.

d15N Bulk calc.

Mean  1s
Median
Minimum value
Maximum value

16.4  0.6
16.4
17.5
15.0

16.2  0.8
16.4
17.5
14.0

15.5  2.8
16.1
19.7
5.8

12.1  0.3
12.1
11.4
13.0

12.3  0.7
12.3
10.9
14.0

12.2  1.4
12.2
8.9
15.1

mean value is 12.2  1.4 (1s) & (min: 8.9&, max: 15.1&). If
interpreted as collagen values, the calculus C and N values suggest
that some individuals in this population consumed mainly C3
terrestrial resources, some mainly C4 resources, and others a mixed
diet of C3/C4 terrestrial resources, with no isotopic evidence for any
marine or freshwater protein consumption. By using carbon and
nitrogen stable isotope ratios on bulk dental calculus, we would
determine than the diet of this population was very heterogeneous,
which is a completely different conclusion than that indicated by
bone and dentine collagen.
3.4. Dental calculus vs. collagen isotopic values from same
individuals
The population average d13C and d15N values of the three substrates are similar (Table 1b), which might lead to the interpretation that bulk calculus can be a reliable source for palaeodietary
reconstructions. However, there is a high individual variability in
both carbon and nitrogen isotope values for dental calculus
compared to bone and dentine collagen isotope results (Fig. 4),
leading to different interpretations if studied alone. The ranges of
carbon and nitrogen isotope values for calculus are much wider
than those observed on bone and dental collagen.
Furthermore, there is no clear correlation between the carbon
and nitrogen isotopic values from bulk dental calculus and those
from bone and dentine collagen within individuals. In some individuals, the d13C values of the different tissues are similar; in
others they are quite different (Fig. 5a). In all cases, bone and
dentine collagen values group closely together, but bulk calculus
values can be up to 10& different, which in an extreme example
could mean the difference between a mostly C3 and a mostly C4
terrestrial diet. Nitrogen values show a similar pattern, with some

Fig. 4. El Raval human d13C and d15N values from bone collagen, dentine collagen, and
bulk dental calculus.

individuals having similar ratios, and others up to 5& different
(Fig. 5b), which is usually associated with an entire trophic level
difference.
Tests for correlation between bone collagen and bulk calculus
d13C and d15N values show no relationship between these tissues
(carbon R2 ¼ 0.23, nitrogen R2 ¼ 0.17, Fig. 6a and b), which means
both isotopic proxies are independent from each other and must be
evaluated separately. The same is true for dentine collagen and bulk
calculus (carbon R2 ¼ 0.03, nitrogen R2 ¼ 0.19, Fig. 6c and d).
Because the isotope values are much more variable in the dental
calculus samples, we could not use paired T-tests to compare these
populations (i.e., they violate the assumption of normalcy). In fact,
the calculus d13C values and d15N values have variances that are an
order of magnitude higher than those of bone and dentine collagen
(Table 2). F-tests for differences in the variance conﬁrm that these
differences in the variances are signiﬁcant and show that calculus
d13C values and d15N values are highly signiﬁcantly more variable
than those from bone and dentine collagen (Table 2). As mentioned
previously, dentine collagen d15N values are also signiﬁcantly
greater than bone collagen values, though within the same order of

Fig. 5. Graphs showing (a) d13C and (b) d15N values individually for bone collagen,
dentine collagen, and bulk dental calculus from the individuals of El Raval.
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Fig. 6. Correlation between (a) d13C bone collagen and bulk dental calculus, (b) d15N bone collagen and bulk dental calculus, (c) d13C dentine collagen and bulk dental calculus, and
(d) d15N dentine collagen and bulk dental calculus from El Raval humans. [Trendline in red, R2 values on each graph]. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.).

magnitude. This difference in variance may perhaps be explained
by some of the teeth having dentine that formed during periods of
breastfeeding, which resulted in elevated nitrogen isotope values
compared to typical foods in the diet of these individuals. There is
no such ready explanation for the extreme differences in variance
between calculus and collagen values, so we must conclude that
calculus does not faithfully record the isotopic signal derived from
the averaged diets of individuals. Overall, the statistical results
show that there is no direct correlation between paired carbon and
nitrogen stable isotope ratio values from bulk dental calculus with
those from bone or dentine collagen, and thus bulk dental calculus
cannot be used directly as a substitute of collagen for past dietary
reconstructions.
4. Discussion
The observed large differences in the d13C and d15N values and
the associated control parameters (%C, %N, C:N) between calculus
and collagen highlights the problem that we do not know what we
are really looking at when analysing the carbon and nitrogen

isotope values of bulk dental calculus. Calculus likely has a mixed
isotopic signature originating from several sources. It can contain a
variety of trapped food particles (plants, meat, etc.), bacteria and
bacterial proteins, human proteins, and any number of other materials that could become incorporated into the endogenous mineral matrix. The calculus constituents that come directly from the
food will not show the same isotopic composition as those constituents that derive from the human or from the oral bacteria. All
of these isotope sources are mixed together in unknown proportions, and potentially vary between dental calculus deposits in
different locations in the same mouth, and certainly vary among
individuals. These uncertainties make it virtually impossible to
discern what the carbon and nitrogen isotope values of bulk dental
calculus can tell us about diet.
A second important point in the interpretation of the isotopic
results of the analysis of calculus is that there is no information on
the time scale the dietary reconstruction represents. While bone
collagen corresponds to the average protein consumption of the
last years of life, and dentine collagen provides information for a
speciﬁc time span of childhood depending on the tooth type, the

Table 2
Results of F-test of paired variances for d13C and d15N values between bone collagen and dentine collagen, bone collagen and bulk calculus, dentine collagen and bulk calculus.
F-test of paired variances

Bone collagen vs. dentine collagen

Bone collagen vs. bulk calculus

Dentine collagen vs. bulk calculus

d13C

Bone collagen variance ¼ 0.38
Dentine collagen variance ¼ 0.54
F ¼ 0.6906, df ¼ 34, p ¼ 0.2854
Bone collagen variance ¼ 0.11
Dentine collagen variance ¼ 0.41
F ¼ 0.2577, df ¼ 34, p ¼ 0.0001511

Bone collagen variance ¼ 0.38
Bulk calculus variance ¼ 7.75
F ¼ 0.0485, df ¼ 34, p ¼ 2.312e-14
Bone collagen variance ¼ 0.11
Bulk calculus variance ¼ 2.05
F ¼ 0.0522, df ¼ 34, p ¼ 7.248e-14

Dentine collagen variance ¼ 0.54
Bulk calculus variance ¼ 7.75
F ¼ 0.0702, df ¼ 34, p ¼ 6.482e-12
Dentine collagen variance ¼ 0.41
Bulk calculus variance ¼ 2.05
F ¼ 4.9357, df ¼ 34, p ¼ 1.05e-05

d15N
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formation time of dental calculus seems to vary widely even between individuals from the same population. There is no way to
estimate what period of an individual’s life is captured in the isotopic values from calculus. All of these unknowns, together with the
lack of correlation between collagen and bulk calculus carbon and
nitrogen isotope values, suggest that bulk dental calculus isotopic
analyses cannot substitute for isotope analyses on collagen as a
dietary marker when studying individuals. We acknowledge that
average bulk calculus values for a population may be similar to
those from collagen (at least in our study population from El Raval),
but feel strongly that the uncertainties at the individual level are
sufﬁcient to suggest that the application of this new approach must
be taken with extreme caution. We therefore suggest that bulk
calculus be used for stable isotope analysis only when no other
skeletal material with well-known biochemistry is available, and
only for interpretation of general dietary trends at the population,
not individual, level. Much further work on modern and archaeological material is needed to clarify which of the calculus constituents is the main source of the isotope signal, and whether it is
possible to isolate parts of the calculus that can provide an accurate
dietary signal.
5. Conclusions
While the formation and composition of collagen in different
body tissues is well known, the formation processes and composition of dental calculus can be highly variable among and within
individuals. As we also show in this paper, carbon and nitrogen
isotopic analysis on bone and dentine collagen show no correlation
with those on bulk dental calculus from same individuals. Thus,
isotopic analysis of dental calculus should not be treated in the
same manner as that of collagen when doing dietary
interpretations.
Further isotopic analysis on the isolated organic and mineral
fractions from dental calculus will give a better insight into their
role as potential isotopic dietary markers. Until then, we do not
recommend carbon and nitrogen isotope analysis on dental calculus as an approach that will yield useable past dietary information.
When they are available, it is better to use other skeletal materials
(e.g. bone, teeth, hair, nails) with well-known compositions and
formation times for isotopic analysis. If only dental calculus is
accessible for analysis, we suggest that priority is given to other
techniques that provide information on food consumption, such as
the study of plant microremains, metagenomics and/or proteomics.
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